Please include your answers to these supplemental questions with your Student Leader Application. Incomplete applications will not be considered.

## Essays

**New Applicants**: Please insert your typed responses to the following essay questions. Each answer should be 50-100 words in length.

1. After reviewing the application for the Community Assistant position, Please describe in detail why you would like to be a CA?

2. What skills, leadership, and community living experience did you hope to gain by being a Community Assistant?

**Current CA’s**: Please attach your typed responses to the following essay questions. Each answer should be 50-100 words in length.

1. Describe why you want to come back to the Residential Education and Services team. What skills, knowledge, leadership, and community living experience did you gain that would contribute to your success as a Returning Community Assistant?

2. Having examined the revised “Community Assistant Job Description,” and drawing upon your own self-knowledge, please answer the following question:
   a. Realizing that the CA position was an opportunity for personal growth and learning, in what areas do you feel you still have a need for improvement and/or training?

## Additional Information

The CA application requires one reference from a current Resident Assistant (RA) or Senior Resident Assistant. No other reference form is required.

Please submit application materials to the RES office or the CSLD by March 24, 2010.

Interview times will be determined upon receipt of application.